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« Books that Captivate Babies and Toddlers. Elsa Mroziewicz has followed up one terrific
lift-the-flap book, Peek-a-Who?, with another, Peek-a-Who Too?. With simple but colorful
and richly decorative illustrations a cut above the usual board-book art, both of these
triangular-shaped books hide a different animal under large flaps…. Asking babies or
toddlers to make or identify animal sounds is a foolproof way to engage them in the back
and forth of a conversation, and this book combines that pleasure with clever visual and
tactile problem-solving. » —Maria Russo, New York Times
A Parents Magazine Best Book of the Year A triangular board book may seem unusual,
but Peek-A-Who?, with its cleverly shaped lift-the-flaps, garnered fans from across the
children’s book world. This follow-up to the acclaimed original is full of hidden animals, each

making different sounds. Can you figure out who each one is? Lift the unique shaped flaps to
see who peeks out!

« 2019 Great Board Books. Last year’s Peek-a-Who was gorgeous, no question (and it
made it onto the 2018 Great Board Books & Pop Up Books list) but this year’s is better.The
book keeps you guessing every step of the way, and the illustrations are far more beautiful
than they have any right to be. Plus I love the scary/not scary aspect of discovering the flaps
are teeth or paws reaching out to get you. Eek! One of my favorites. Certainly, one of the
most beautiful.”—Elizabeth Bird, School Library Journal
« Top 5 For Under 5. A board book that’s a triangle! This follow-up to Peek-a-Who is full of
hidden animals, each making different sounds. Can you figure out who each one is? Lift the
unique shaped flaps to see who peeks out! Babies and toddlers are sure to be delighted by
these colorful, noisy creatures. » —Princeton Library
« This triangular-shaped board book for children offers an animal question on each page
with a flap that reveals the answer. Children’s board books like this one are a great option to
purchase rather than borrow from a library. This book is very sturdy, good for infants to 2- or
3-year-olds when kids are able to handle pages on their own. » —Daniel Goldin, Bowell
Book Company, Wisconsin Public Radio

« Best and Brightest Board Books of 2019. Exquisite. The small, triangular book fits well in
little hands, and young readers will enjoy opening the flaps up and down to see who makes
each sound. The vibrant colors and patterns will draw readers of all ages to revisit this title. »
—Denver Library
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« BOARD BOOKS 2018: WHAT WE’VE GOT IS A VERY STRONG YEAR: Has anyone else noticed
that 2018 has been a shockingly strong board book year? Here’s a small smattering of some of
the true beauties I’ve run across this year …. Because life is too short not to indulge in
triangular board books. » —Elizabeth Bird, School Library Journal/A Fuze #8 Production
« Just when you thought it couldn’t be done, there’s a new twist—ahem, fold—on a classic
guessing game! …eye-catching triangular shape …Caregivers will flip over the innovative flaps,
warm animal art, and opportunities to interact with little listeners. » —kirkusreviews.com
« Innovative… Mroziewicz packs uncommon exuberance, expressiveness, and design into a
little triangular package. » —Publishers Weekly
« This triangular board book is engagingly designed to fit in little hands. Each page turn offers
a diamond-shaped double-page spread that asks youngsters to guess an animal based on the
sound it makes. “Who says meow?” queries a cheerful blue spread. And here’s where it gets
fun: the answer is found by unfolding the pages, transforming the spread into a whiskered
cat’s face, with perky triangle ears. The pattern repeats to reveal 11 vividly painted animals by
book’s end, including a turkey, snake, pig, sheep, and peacock. Sturdily constructed, this clever
book will withstand grabbing and multiple reading sessions. » —
 Julia Smith, Booklist

« Books don’t usually come in triangular form, but three sides and three angles make perfect
sense for Peek-A-Who?, a board book for babies and toddlers that ranks among the year’s
best. » —Meghan Cox Gurdon, Wall Street Journal
« Fun to share with a lap sitting baby and sturdy enough for toddlers to flip through on their
own. A delightful novelty book. » —
 Gold Award, http: //www.toyportfolio.com/gold-infants
« Kids will love it! » —Ami Segna, Amomssparetime.blogspot.com
Cybil’s Award Board Book Finalist
—http://www.cybils.com/2018-fiction-picture-books-and-board-book-finalists
Selected as one of the Best New Board Books of 2018
—https://www.thechildrensbookreview.com/weblog/2019/01/the-best-new-board-books-o
f-2018.html
« Mroziewicz’s Peek-a-Who? asks young readers to identify a series of animals by their
characteristic sounds prior to revealing each animal’s identity by opening triangular board
book flaps…. effectively designed board books offer both an innovative and supportive reading
experience, thanks to their repetitive question/answer structures and thoughtful visual clues. »
—Review,
http://guessinggeisel.blogspot.com/2018/12/2018-international-beginning-reader.html
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"Cupidon" sculpturOpéra de Gilbert Peyre - Septembre 2011 au Schauspielhaus dans le
FigurenTheaterFestivalBasel à Bâle en Suisse - Vidéo de 3'43 d'Andreas Hagenbach (arttv.ch)
Conception, sculptures, mise en scène, scénographie : Gilbert Peyre
Texte : Yves Garnier et extraits du "Cantique des cantiques"
Musique : "Mes béatitudes" de Gérard Pesson (extrait) ; "Mi par d'udir ancora" d'Enrico
Caruso ; "Temps arrêté" de Raphaël Beau ; extraits de chants religieux 
Comédien : Jean-Yves Tual (Cupidon)
Comédiennes : Corinne Martin (La Mariée) ; Morgane Olivier (La Gouvernante)
Soprano : Lydie Morales
Voix : Achille Orsoni - Corinne Martin -- Gwénola de Luze - Olga Nikolaeva
Conseiller technicien, assistant scénographie : Vikonte de Bartholin
Ingénieur électronicien : Robert Breton - Electronicien : Marc Gaide
Ingénieur du son : Fabien Caron
Création lumière : Flore Marvaud
Manipulateurs console : Juliette Zanon -- Bachir Sam
Costumière : Morgane Olivier
Photographe : Suzane Brun 
Scripte : Elsa Mroziewicz
Techniciens montage : Loïc Guyon - Claude Cottet
Participants construction : Anne Pinguet, Virginie Chevrier, Claude Orsoni 
Production : Cie P.P.Dream -- Laurence Alferi
Coproduction : Achille Orsoni ; LE CENTQUATRE
Avec le soutien de : Loupi Electronique et Robert Breton - Le Théâtre de la Marionnette à
Paris - Le Théâtre de la Commune-CDN d'Aubervilliers - Ville de Pantin
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The world of pop-up books, movable books, flip
books and mechanical cards is a magical one.
But who are the pioneers of their paper mechanism? What are the techniques used to make
these books? How do you make 3D, cause scenes
to appear and disappear and suggest movement?
This book presents a selection of both classic
works and contemporary designers and artists
who have appropriated traditional techniques
to revitalise this world with their astonishing
book creations.

The Art of Pop-Up

Jean-Charles Trebbi is an architect, designer, artist, author and multifaceted creator passionate about all the different modes of folding,
cutting and assembling (mainly with paper, but with cardboard, fabrics
and even wood and metal as well). He prepares his own artist’s books,
often drawing inspiration from cities and architecture, subjects very
conducive to pop-ups and cut paper. Jean-Charles Trebbi is the author
of The Art of Folding and The Art of Cutting, also published by Promopress.
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ART BOOKS WANTED INTERNATIONAL
AWARD 2013 - EXHIBITION AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE WINNERS
ART BOOKS WANTED International Award 2013 is organized by the international
publishing house EDITION LIDU with the goal of supporting Art and Book culture
worldwide. The 2nd year of the contest brings exciting PRIZE of 1 000 € for the
Winner, many interesting opportunities for participant authors and a brand new
website.
Announcement of the Winners was held on June 18, 2013 at B1 - Centre for
contemporary design in Prague.

THE ART BOOKS WANTED EXHIBITION
The 1st extensive exhibition of ART BOOKS WANTED International Award curated by Ludmila
& Sylvain Favardin showcases award winning books and other extraordinary projects from
this and previous year.
The ART BOOKS WANTED exhibition will take place at B1 - Centre for contemporary design
(Bubenska 1, 170 00 Prague) from 19th June until 6th July 2013.

ART BOOKS WANTED OFFICIAL WEBSITE:
http://www.editionlidu.com/artbookswanted/
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INTERNATIONAL JURY
EDITION LIDU received submissions in wide range of art book forms by artists, designers,
writers, curators, independent publishers and museums from all over the world: USA, Canada,
Mexico, Brazil, Australia, Japan, South Korea, Singapore, China, Taiwan, Israel, South Africa,
UK, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Spain, Portugal, France, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Belgium, The
Netherlands, Germany, Austria, Norway, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine, Belarus,
Poland and Hungary.
Considering the high level of submitted projects the Art direction of EDITION LIDU has selected
117 exciting projects to be presented to the International Jury on June 8th 2013 in the B1 - Centre
for contemporary design in Prague.
The International Jury composed of art and design experts, artists and curators awarded best
projects in 11 categories, gave 8 honorable mentions and selected the Winner who will receive
the PRIZE of 1 000 €.

Jury members: Sergio Caruso (IT) - Lucie Vlčková (CZ) - Stephan Bult (NL) - Ludmila & Sylvain Favardin
(CZ / FR) - Alina-Gabriela Tutueanu (Assistant to the Jury) - Stanislaw Jagiello (BE)

The Winner Yeni Kim was announced during this occasion and the exhibition presenting the
Winner, Awarded, Nominated and other selected authors was inaugurated. Mr. Yoon Jong-suk,
the representative of the embassy of South Korea in Prague accepted the Award on behalf of
the author Yeni Kim that could not be in Prague for this event.

SEE THE PHOTOS FROM THE JURY MEETING HERE:

http://www.editionlidu.com/art-books-wanted-2013-the-jury.html
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THE WINNER
CITY ACROBAT / YENI KIM (SOUTH KOREA / UK)

Yeni Kim is originally from Seoul, South Korea, and is currently studying Visual Communication
at the Royal College of Art in London. She works with various media, such as illustration,
animation, and printed communication, but her main interest is in the art of storytelling. Yeni
Kim loves to incorporate interesting stories from all aspects of life, using these stories as themes
for her work, then adding her own insights and emotions.
’City Acrobat’, a narrative pop up book, is about life in the big city. The main character, an
isolated female acrobat, represents the self portrait of a citizen. She needs to perform on the
high wire all day, like the workers laboring in the city. Infinite roads, crowded buses, and
skyscrapers illustrate the routine life of the busy citizen. Like the female acrobat’s dream, the
city we belong to might not be the real world, but a kind of stage that we need to perform on.
The Jury appreciated the extraordinary combination of the visual quality, maturity of the
presentation, originality with the poetic and at the same time very profound content of the
artwork.
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AWARDED PROJECTS
BEST ART CATALOG

The Path to Modernity: Mexican Modern Painting / Danne Ojeda - Singapore
Art Museum (Singapore / The Netherlands)

BEST AUTHOR‘S BOOK

My Dear Omi! / Maruša Račič (Slovenia)

BEST CHILDREN‘S BOOK

Ako zajkovia mrkvu hladali / Zuzana Gálová (Slovakia)

BEST COMICS

Arana / Sofia Drescher (UK)

BEST CONCEPT

Made by Rain / Aliki van der Kruijs (The Netherlands)

BEST DOCUMENTARY BOOK

I Wouldn’t Wish War on My Worst Enemy / Jim Lommasson (USA)

BEST GRAPHIC DESIGN

Signs & Symbols by Vladimir Nabokov / Yeni Kim (South Korea / UK)

BEST ILLUSTRATION

La descente / Benjamin Courtault (France / Germany)

BEST INTERACTIVE BOOK

Cannes 08. 09 / Elsa Mroziewicz (France)

BEST NEW MEDIA PROJECT

Machinarium / Amanita Design (Czech Republic)

BEST PHOTOGRAPHY BOOK

Found photos in Detroit / Arianna Arcara & Luca Santese (Italy)

HONORABLE MENTIONS
Slečny + pinkabinet / Barbora Baronová, Dita Pepe (Czech Republic)
Plim / Joana Rosa Bragança (Portugal)
Porno subito / Fulvia Monguzzi (Italy)
Shadow Atlas / Hora Krug - Strane Dizioni (Italy)
Distant Place / Sputnik Photos (Poland)
Open / Natalie Sarraute & Dasha Zaichenko (Belarus / Austria)
Samozvání / Petr Váně & Michaela Casková (Czech Republic)
Exchange No. 044640 / Sofya Karash (USA)

VIEW ALL AWARDED AUTHORS AND NOMINEES HERE:
http://www.editionlidu.com/artbookswanted/
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